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"Doctor, will Father pull through?"
The physician who had felt Saionji's pulse looked through his eye-
glasses into Sonoko's heavy eyes as he tucked the patient's hand back
under the blanket.
He mumbled to himself, biting his moustache: "If he can only hold
out for the next few days, his chances will improve. He is old and
this high fever—"
He continued in a low voice: "Have you informed the relatives—?"
"Well-yes, but, Doctor? Is it so serious?"
"Serious? Oh, yes! Don't be alarmed, but it's better if the relatives
be notified."
"Then, Doctor, he is not recovering? What am I going to do?"
"There is a chance, of course." Shaking his head he added, "The
patient is getting every possible medical care, you see. But still my
advice is to take the safer course, that is, to let the relatives know
about it."
"The safer course is to inform the relatives!! Yes, yes, Doctor, I
understand—" Sonoko held her upper lip between her white teeth,
tears filled her eyes.
Saionji continued to sleep. The physician left the room. Sonoko
sat tensely on the mat a few feet away from her father. Although
trained nurses and doctors watched by turns, she would not leave his
side.
Exhausted towards evening, she retired for a short while. She had
a long-distance telephone conversation with her husband which re-
laxed her somewhat*
While the steward and Aya took care of the hundreds of messages
and dozens of callers, Sonoko returned to sit silently within the
reach of her father's hand. Her eyes were often dosed but any motion
or sound on the part of the patient brought her sight back quickly
and clearly, as when the brilliant autumn moon emerges from masses of
white floating clouds.
Pushing strands of hair back to the sidelock, Sonoko studied her
father's profile. He had aged rapidly in the last few weeks. His hair
was usually closely cropped, but in the absence of the barber's care
it was left growing. Now it appeared very sparse, and the snqw-^vhil£ .
had lost its luster. The eyebrows were still of the same shape, but jm$
lost the grayish tinge and become opaque, A moustache and beard
had grown on his smooth-skinned face.	^ ...

